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ON_ZAMBIA'S  INDEPENDENCE.

As  the  year  1964,  is  nearing  ite  close,  the  peopla  from  all  over  the

world  are  holding  their  lungs  in  suspence,  not  inowing  what  is  going  to

take  place  soon  after  the  24th  October  1964.  Not  ar  to  go  back  into

history,  of  this  once  almest  abandoned  country  by  the  imperialist  forces,

became  amongst  the  richest  countries  in  the  world,  in  mineral  resources.

And  thus  it  was  also  among  the  hardest  countries  in  Africa  to  liberate.

At  the  outset,  we  the  people  from  outside  Zambia,  who  are  not  yet

free,  we  will  be  given  courage  and  vigour  to  exert  all  our  efforts  in

fighting  the  imperialists  and  colonialists;  and  soul,  until  we  also  are

procdlimed  victors.

At  the  eve  of  Zambia's  emergence  into  nationhood,  we  from  Mozambique,

and  indeed  the  valiant  warriors  from  all  dependent  African  States,  who  are

gathering  in  this  Capital:  LUSAKA,  are  going  to  share  in  the  great  joy  with

the  people  of  Zambia,  over  their  attainment  >  of  Wationhood.  Wie  do  this

with  humility  and  awe  humble  by  the  great  no  sacrifice  and  service

which  the  courageous  people  of  Zambia  have  put  into  the  cause  of  their

country's  freedom.  It  has  been  a  long  and  bitter  struggle  against  the  grea-

test  odds,  fought  with  unshakable  determination  and  invincible  courage.

The  British  imperialist  hold  on  Zambia  began  at  the  close  of  the  19th

century  but  the  actual  struggle  against  British  colonial  rule  and  settlement

dates  back  only  to  the  early  1924.It  was  not  however,  until  the  early  1950's

that  the  struggle  assumed  its  tragic  aspect.  Until  then  the  people  and  the

‘leaders  of  Zambia  had  attempted  every  conceivable  manner  of  entreaty  and

persuation  to  make  the  British  change  course;  they  had  exhausted  almost  all

peaceful  methods  and  every  device  of  diplomacy  to  extricate  themselves  from

the  ravages  of  British  land-grabbeng  and  Lee  RL  A11  had  been

in  vain  and  the  problems  of  unemployment  poverty,  etc.  had  become  chronic.

Ag  the  struggle  for  independence  was  gaining  momentum,  the  British

through  their  machinations  tried  by  all  means  to  use  delayed  tackticts  to

‘the  call  of  the  people  whilst  they  vere  continuing  to  dig  themselves  in,

mounting  the  heat  of  oppression  and  consolidating  the  position  of  the  white

overlords  of  a  Black  ~  country.
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Ahivimg  °  oThe  Africans  of  Zambia  were  thus  left  with  no  other  choice.  but  to.  pre=-

pare  for  a  supreme  effort,  It  was  against  thie  back=ground  that,  in  1961

"THE  FIVE  POINT  MASTER  PLAN"  was  implemented  in  the  country  and  it  echoed

the  world  over.

1%  wae  indeed  in  1961,  after  the  Mulungushi  Conference,  that  a  great

freedom  Movement  was.reborn  (redoubling  of  effort).  Armed  with  next  to  no-

thing,  the  sons  and  daughters  of  Zambia  prepared  to  face  the  whole  concen-

trated  night  of  the  British  Empire;  in  Unison  and  unfailing  discipline  they

managed  to  outst  the  illegal  government,  imposed  on  them  by  the  imperialist.

Indeed  the  struggle  for  the  Independence  of  Zambia  was  a  war  guided  with

nothing  but  absolute  Unity,  implicit  obedience  and  sublime  faith  in  the

cause  which  could  bring  victory  against  the  gune,  the  armies,  the  money

and  the  Brains  of  the  British  Government.

One  can  believe  that  the  peoples  of  Zambia  were  waging  a  war  for  the

-  land,  wealth,  homes  in  which  the  price  of  failing  to  achieve  these  Ideals

they  were  then,  prepared  to  lay  down  their  lives.  This  indeed  is  the  unique

courage  of  the  Zambians.  Such  is  ths  invencible  spirit  of  African  Nationa-

lism  and  Patriotism.  a
The  struggle  for  freedom  from  imperialism  and,  colonialism  has  been  and

is  being  fought  in  different  ways  in  various  countries.  It  is  not  so  much

the  form  that  it  took  in.  Zambia  in  itself  that  is  Rn  aa  the  fear-

lessness  and  drive  of  the  Zambians.  It  is  this  courage,  this  absolute

devotion  among  simple  people  to  the  cause  and  ideals  of  freedom  that  must

put  many  of  us  sophisticates  to  shame.

Those  of  us  who  are  still  engaged  in  the  fight  for  liberation  in  our

respective  countries  have  -much  to  learn  from  the  glorious  traditions  of  the

struggle  of  which  Zambians  can  justly  be  proud.

Our  struggle  will  be  conducted  differenty  in  some  ways,  but  in  essence

the  decisive  factor  is  one  and  it  concern  the  degrees  of  our  faith  in  the

Justness  of  our  cause  and  1ts  invincibility.  Without  an  implicit  faith  in

the  ultimate  triumph  of  our  cauce  the  battle  is  lost  even  before  1s  has  Boa

Not  much  blood  was  shed  in  Zambia.  Indeed  not  many  lives  were  lost,

‘as  Dr.Kaunda  puts  it  "we  can  be  proud  that  our  plans  worked  well  in  that

/  Aes  ese43
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wo  "took  no  life  and,  indeed,  our  pcople  fell  at  the  hands  of  the  forces  of

oppression  without  those  of  us  remaining  hitting  back.  We  can  declare  without

‘shame  that  future  historians  will  say  we  piloted  our  National  boat  well  and

saved  life.  If  our  freedom  fighters  were  gonad  to  prison  as  criminals  rte

loafers  it  was  sb  that  they  should  be  clas  cified  as  heroes  when  the  history

of  our  revolution  is  written".

lany  hardships  were  encountered  by  the  peoples  of  Zambia  during  the

days  of  the  struggle  for  independenca.

It  is  to  be  fervently  hoped  that  the  memory  of  this  tragic  phase  of

their  history  will  serve  to  cement  the  ZAMBIAN  NATIOQIAL  UNITY  and  share  on

their  determination  to  rid  the  country  of  tha  disrruptive  forces  tribalism

and  so  concolidate  their  freedom  and  Independence.

The  Mozambique  National  Democratic  Union,  posed  to  launch  what  may  per-

haps  be  hardest  fight  yet  in  lMozambique  (and  true  with  other  still  dependent

countries)  take  a  selfish  interest  in  the  stability  of  this  NEW  REPUBLIC,

which  we  have  no  doubt  will  play  a  vital  role  in  the  wider  struggle  for  the

complete  liberation  of  Africa.

With  the  Independence  of  Zambia  this  month,  the  progressive  forces  agai=-

nst  Imperialism  colonialism  neo-colonialism  have  been  increased.

‘The  cause  for  the  total  liberation  of  Africa  and  for  Africa  Unity  have

been  advanced  comsiderable.

LONG  LIVE  THE  FORCES  OF  AFRICAN  NATIONALISIH!

LONG  LIVE  DR.K.D.KAUNDA!

LONG  LIVE  FREEDOM  AND  LABOUR!

YA  ~  A  Np  ff
Mp  UL,  nd  LCA  Loin  ce  LZ  hited  LECH  IGLE

el  £7  Lyset  ld  ee  VE  THO  Mem  se.  Shed(obo.  ZiVE  yin

Toei.
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TRIBUTE  TO

DR.  KENNETH  D.  KAUIIDA  AND  2AVMBIA'S  LNDEPENDANCE  .

eon  history  Seiten  men  immortal  in  life!  Sixteen  years  of  fight  for

rea  and  ieoarar  on  are  enough  to  become  Dr.  Kaunda  the  hero,  pioneer

and  symbol  of  Zambia's  emancipation.Zambia  will  gain  her  independence  and  |

Republic  on  the  24th  October,1964!  This  date  will  be  a  vivid  mark  in  orld  |

History  ,Zambia  History  and  African  History,written  by  her  leader  Dr.  Kaunda,  |

This  is  the  date  in  which  fear,  hatred,terror,tears  and  innocent  blood  |

consumed,  will  be  burried  forever,  in  order  that  a  new  age  of  peace  and

EOSRSELEY  may  rule  over  the  Zambian  Heroic  people!

UDENAMO,  liberation  movement,  pays  tribute  to  Dr.  Kenneth  D.  Kaunda  E
1

Sn  of  this  battle,  and  to  all  the  Resolute  Zambians  who  contributed  for  |

.

Er  aT  er  A  +r  Gir  oes.  *Etios  CPreaDe  +.  Bet  o  Ges  TEC  lh  CD  ase  >  res  >the  victory!

£0ZAMBIGUE  HAS  IK  MIND  THE  Z4vsIAL  LESSON  FOR  HER  LIBERATION
i  res  |  TL  -  TTet  ct  Al.  A  PAGO  IAD

——

A  Ct  Ta  =  hen,

HAIL  OCTOBER  24TH,  1964}

~  HAIL  THE  Z/MBIALN  FREEDOM  FIGHTERS  |

L6NG  LIVE  DR  KENWETH  KAUNDA  |  :

LONG  LIVE  THE  REPUBLIC  OF  ZAMBIA!
pt  rm  LL  oe

-

rt  ————  yy.  .  NL  teh.  wh  MA  ee  Sema  TS  Ss  A  A  ——————  a  \  o——.  Iv.  ——  Tra  A  ——vaie
CMARLHING  FOR  INARL

For  many  centuries  the  MTEL  mar  people  have  —_  tia  of  their  human

dignity,  forced  into  slavery,their  traditions  and  culture  eee  ruthleg=
sly  suppressed  by  foreigners.

They  have  never  taken  this  submissively,they  shouted  at  the  top  of  their

voices,crying  for  freedom.Their  voice  is  heard  throughout  the  whole  world,

The  colonialist  changed  his  tactics  and  named  these  States  under-developed

countries.  Today,  only  the  old  timers  like  Salazar  still  speak  of  the  colonies

as  part  and  parcel  of  Fortugal  However,  no  euphemistic  talk  will  make  the
world  not  understand  what  is  ‘happening.  :

The  miltant  struggles  now  won  by  35  African  de  ona  African  States

have  inspired  more  militancy  in  the  rest  of  Africa,  to  demand  ite  emancipation,

No  more  shall  we  be  called  dark  continent,

On  one  hand  the  imperialist  is  determined  to  crush  the  efforts  leading

‘to  frrdom  with  might,  on  the  other  hand  the  African  people  with  more  vigour
teers  esh
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than  ever  before,  march  on  the  path  to  freedom,crushing  all  the  existing

obstacles  with  force  where  necessary,

Our  demands  must  be  repeated  though  commonly  understood  by  the  world.

Firstly:-No  part  of  Africa  is  a  n  extention  of  Portugal.Secondly:=  Our  imme-—

diate  aim  is  a  popular  revolution  not  05  chia  a  change  for  the  sake  of  a

change,but  a  change  for  the  better,the  better  not  just  for  a  few,but  a  changes

for  the  greater  good  for  all,
The  nucleus  of  our  revolution  ie  true  democracy,Democracy  is'the  Goverm—

ent  of  the  people,by  the  people,for  the  pecople.It  is  the  assumption  of  all

authority  by  the  people!  True  democracy  is  built  on  the  axis  of  criticim  and

self-criticism,a  true  democratic  state  respects  human  rights,freedom  of  speech

expression,press  and  the  abolition  of  all  forms  and  manifestations  of  discri~

mination  in  any  social  field  on  grounds  of  colour,  sex,language,belicf  or

political  creed.  These  are  fundamental  human  rights  and  to  respect  them  all,

racial  myths,religious  or  otherwise  must  be  crushed  ruthlessly  and  politically.

One  race,the  human  race  must  be  known.Nothing  less  than  this  can  be  termed

NON=~RACIAL  DENOGRAGY  +

FIGHT  FOR  SOCIALISH

The  nucleus  of  democracy  is  socialism.This  1c  an  economic:  gystem

where  the  maeng  of  pruduction  and  distribution  are  mado  social  property;  a

system  of  planned  economy  where  all-round  development  of  industry  is  ‘underta-

ken  by  state.  This  helps  to  alleviate  tie  poverty  conditions  of  the  peoplc.

Equality  of  opportunity  on  cultural  and  social  level  is  guaranteed  to  all

citizens  and  decent  standard  of  living  is  reached  through  employment  of  every-

body's  labour.Under  this  economic  system  "everything  in  the  name  of  man  is  for

the  benefit  of  men"in  that  everyone  shares  in  the  benefit  of  production  and

services  and  not  "every  man  for  himself  but  God  for  us  all"  as  the  imperiali-

sts  saye

Socialism  and  democracy  go  hand  in  hand,  they  are  two  inseperable  attri-

butes  of  a  truly  Ropttar  and  progressive  revolution.

BRI  Cali  hereon  is  safeguarded  by  democracy  and  economically,freedom

is  safeguarded  by  socialism,  the  wo  together  Fight  exploitation  of  man  by  an

and  domination  of  class  by  class  or  nation  by  alin  s

These  are  the  demands  of  an  African  on  which  we  can  not  compromise,
PO  800  be  Hh

es  0  &
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THE_STRUGULE

The  path  towards  our  goal  has  been  paved  and  we  a  re  a  road  of  no  return

in  all  colonies.The  struggle  of  am  African  has  been  parried  with  arms  hénco

the  fascist  Salazar  regime  has  mobilised  and  re-mobilised  its  forces  by  land

air  and  sea  to  attack  the  defenceless  peaceful  African,whose  only  demand  is

self-determination.  Only  the  channel  of  violence  is  open  for  our  ner  »

IT  IS  NO  TOOTH  FOR  TOOTH  EYE  FOR  EYE.
With  shocking  determination  the  forces  of  African  nationalism  are  marche

ing  boldly  to  reach  the  goals  of  freedom,The  giant  SPEAR  of  the  African  people

is  now  drawn  for  an  invincible  stroke  to  the  root  of  foreign  domination.Then

after,  peace  =  not  only  temporary  peace,but  permanent  peace  shall  be  establishcr

continentally  and  internationally.l/e  join  the  pioneers  of  peace,progress  and

true  democracy  and  shall  at  all  cahnces  demonstrate  to  the  world  true  humanism,

UNITY

Two  theoris  have  been  proved  wrong.The  theory  that  Africans  cannot  liber=-

ate  themselves  and  the  theory  that  AFRICAN  UNITY  is  impossible  or  if  ever  comer

it  will  be  after  many  centurics.The  first  theory  does  not  merit  any  argument  i

beacause  Africans  have  liberated  themselves  in  Algeria~-—African  nationalists

with  a  poor  supply  of  arms  liberated  themselves  from  a  big  colonial  power,The

second  theory  has  been  advocated  by  imperialists  block,hoping  that  itv  shall  dir

ourage  or  slow  down  African  unity,whils  continuing  to  collect  capital  from  Afr”

their  hands  dripping  with  the  blood  of  our  brothers  and  sisterseThe  advocates

of  this  theory  have  put  forward  negligible  linguistic  and  religious  rcasons.,

The  advocates  of  thls  theory  have  known  that  we  are  working  towards  the

realisation  of  one  Africa  while  we  a  re  living.The  success  of  the  Historical

African  Summit  Conference  in  Cairo  ,is  a  proof.It  has  set  the  die-hard  imperi~

alists  like  Salazar  in  panic  he  must  retreat  out  of  Africa  within  a  short  space

of  time.
New  leaders  like  President  Kaunda  of  the  Republic  of  Zambia  Prime  Min  iahe

Nr  a  ar  er  Eee  Te  a  a  Rok
itant  struggle,beosides  the  well  known  Dioreane  of  pan-Africanism,Dr  Kwame  i

Nkrumah  of  Ghana,Dr.Julius  Nyerore  Of  tho  United  Republics  of  Tanganyika  ind

Zanzibar,President  Gamal  Abdul  a  of  Bgypt,Emperor,Haile  Selassie  of  Ethi-

opia,Prime  Minister  Abubaker  Tafawa  Be  of  Nigeria  and  the  other  leaders

like  Jomo  Kenyatta,  symbol  of  Kenya  and  fathervof  African  nationalism,  And  allPesos  7

»  :
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the  other  leaders  who  attended  a  nd  supported  wholeheartedly  the  idea  of  one

AFL.ICA=~One  DESTINY.

UNITY  BEFORE  STRUGGLE,
UNITY  IN  STRUGGLE!
UNITY  AFTER  STRUGGLE!

I  Ee  &eliflel  Cliff  R@@ERRAARAAAWAE,  B&el  Sa  foiNOMEN  =
A  A——-  2  A  ———_—————  ———————  yr  —————————.  G.  AT  Sl  OA  Bl  AE  8D  re  A  ya  Ot  Sl  |S

For  centuries  women  in  Hore  have  suffered  untold  humiliation  under

the  1lmperialst  regime  of  Salazar.  The  conditions  that  prevail  in  the  country

have  made  them  suffer  silently  and  submittingly  to  thie  fascist  government.

'!hen  the  imperialict  government  takes  their  husband  to  forced  labour

camps,  they  remain  the  sole  supporters  of  the  family  with  no  hope  of  getting

funds  from  anywhere.  As  the  husbands  do  not  get  wages,  they  have  to  nurse  the

sick  babies  alone,  watch  them  die  slowly,  drecs  and  bury  corpses  alone.  what

can  it  mean  to  these  women  to  face  these  hardshios  alone?  Some  of  them  are

young  and  inexperienced,  even  their  relatives  can  do  nothing  for  them  because

they  are  faced  with  the  same  situation.  This  ic  what  happens  daily  to  tens  of

thousands  of  African  women  in  Mozambique  whose  husbands  are  torn  away  from

them  to  work  in  the  mines  of  South  Africa  and  the  Rhodesias.

The  traditional  1lifc  is  broken  in  liozambique  by  arresting  men  for  forced

labour  in  the  vast  plantations.  Some  of  these  men  .are  sent  to  Sao  Tome  and

Principe,  where  most  of  them  die  because  of  bad  conditions  and  hard  labour.

They  are  guarded  by  most  cruel  overseers  on  earth  who  beat  them  1f  they  stend

up  for  a  minute  to  straighten  their  aching  backs.

when  the  colonialists  came  to  settle  in  liozambique  450  years  ago;  they

took  away  from  Africang  the  most  fertile  lands  and  the  Africans  were  moved

to  barren  lands  which  would  need  irrigation  of  the  government  was  willing  to

help.  If  there's  a  lot  of  rain,  it  means  a  good  harvest.  They  watch  alone  the

ravages  of  drought  when  the  serapggy  cows  cease  to  give  milk,  “hen  the  few  st-~

ocks  drop  one  by  onc  ,because  therc  isc  no  grass  in  the  field  and  all  the  stre-

ams  have  been  lapped  up  dry  by  the  scorching  sun.  They  watch  alone  the  crops

wither  and  dry  in  the  ficld  their  back-breaking  labour  of  months  blighted

in  a  day.

The  colonialiets  are  still  not  satisfied  to  watch  the  suffering  and  humi-

liation  of  .Lfrican  women.  They  still  send  their  police  to  collect  and  arrest

them  for  working  in  the  cotton  fields  ior  no  pay.  Some  of  the  women's
Ch

300
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husbands  die  while  on  forced  hs  comps  and  the  government  does  not  give

compensation  for  widows  and  children.  Thus  some  of  our  women  go  to  citiec

to  work  for  themselves.  “hen  tk  y  come  to  the  cities,  they  have  no  cxperien-

ce,  so  they  work  for  starvation  vege.  Thig  fascist  government  deprives  the

children  of  their  parental  lovc  by  keeping  their  mothers  in  working  centres

for  a  long  time,  thus  the  mother  and  child  become  a  giranger  to  each  other.

oomectimes  thege  women  in  decpair  get  caught  up  in  the  snares  of  unscru-

puloue  ho  of  means,  the  only  people  in  the  whole  community  who  can  relieve

them  of  their  burdens.  These  men  are  well  fed,  full  of  energy  to  satisfy  thelr

sexual  desirecs  These  men  alonc,  have  money  to  satisfy  the  material  need  of

these  oe,  to  clothe  them  fecd  thom  end  their  children.  PROSTITUTION  call

it  what  you  may.  But  if  they  be  prostitues,  it  1s  not  of  their  own  choosing.

It  is  the  system  that  has  depreved  them  pf  their  men  that  has  kept  them  on

starvation  wage,

It  is  the  diabolical  fascict  Salazar  government  who  snatches  away  the

bread  winner  of  the  family  and  sends  him  to  forced  labour  camps  for  no  poy.

This  is  the  imperialist  who  says  he  is  on  a  civilizing  miseion  in  Mozambique.

Is  forced  labour  a  civilizing  mission?  It  is  the  system  that  the  govcrn-

ment  has  planed  in  order  to  eliminate  the  Afiriban  men  and  women  so  that  the

children  cen  perish  slowly  but  surely.  L  system  that  has  made  them  barren  ..
Ca

and  their  men  impotent;  a  system  that  demoralized  and  dehumanized  a  whole

people  making  the  ratio  of  wowren  to  men  in  the  country  as  high  as  cight  (8)

to  one  and  so  enabling  the  man  who  has  the  energy  and  the  means  to  have  as

many  women  as  he  chooses;  oe  ton  that  has  kept  the  men  away  from  their  wi-

ves  and  has  caused  homosexuality  =  rape  has  become  the  order  of  the  day

turning  otherwise  decent  human  beings  into  beasts  which  see  a  woman  nob  os

a  human  being  to  be  treated  with  respect,  but  as  a  source  of  sexual  satic-

faction  alone.

Owing  to  this  poverty  and  lack  of  health  sersicen  on  the  part  of  the

African,  the  infant  morality  is  60%  in  lozambigue.  There  are  only  400  doc

tors  to  administer  the  needs  of  7  million  people  and  only  eight  hospitals.

Liven  these  hospitals  have  not  enough  facilities  to  cater  for  the  whole  popu-

lation.  There's  only  one  maternity  home  in  the  capital  of  Mozambique  Lou-

renco  Marques.  In  this  city  alone,  we  have  an  African  population  of  500,000.

The  second  city  which  is  Beira,  has  also  one  maternity  home  which  also

i  id  ain  voy  Lids  od  ows  9
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has  to  cater  for  thousands  of  women.  Porto  Lmelia  has  also  one  maternity

home.  Many  times  most  of  African  omen  come  to  these  homes  to  find  out  that

they  cannot  be  admitted  because  the  hospital  ies  full.

It  is  not  unusual  to  see  a  woman  having  or  outside  the  hospital.

One  other  predicament  facing  the  african  woman  is,  that  if  che  has  no  money

she  can  not  be  admitted  even  if  when  the  hospital  is  empty,  as  there's  an

amount  of  a  fee  that  the  fascist  hirelings  have  made  1t  a  law  that  ifricans

cen  not  be  admitted  to  the  hospital  if  they  are  unable  to  pay  it.  This  is

done  deliberately  in  order  to  exterminate  the  Lfrican  population  by  disca-

ses  and  poverty.

What  we  have  exposed,  gives  in  brief  the  words  pronounced  recently  by

Lfricen's  No  1  enemy  the  Dictator  Oliveira  Salazar,  who  with  ny  dns]  be

refuscd  the  existence  of  tozambicang  in  Mozambique,  tn  only  the  exis-

tence  of  Portuguece  which  is  absurd.

EL  Eli  &BeB  RE  CREL  EC  Elo  BuBuBli8  C8  ReBiBele

=  (JN  DIVILE  AND  RUE  =
The  Portuguese  imperialists  hava  done  a  great  deal  of  damage.  on  the  ent-—

ire  life  and  culture  of  the  Africans  in  lMozambique.I  am  not  going  to  expound

here  on  each  and  every  damage  they  have  caused,  but  the  most  important  one  isDIVISION.  |
If  we  focus  our  attention  carefully  at  these  tactict  we  will  find  out

that  they  are  the  reasons  which  hapg  enabled  thom  to  prolong  their  stay  in  our

motherland  for  over  450  years.Wic  can  not  help  but  Eee  thet  from  the  data

given,division  is  the  greatest  and  the  most  successful  tactict  the  Portuguesc

have  been  able  to  use  thus  far,

Besides  the  natural  division  in  lMozambique  (TRIBAL)  which  in  fact  can  be

avoided  in  ont  nations  enduring  foreign  domination,the  Portuguese  enferced  into

the  minds  of  our  people  many  kinds  of  their  ARTIFICIAL  DIVISIONS,which  I  will

elaborate  in  the  next  few  lines.  Le  the  old  and  well  known  colonial  tactict

of  divide  and  rule,  you  will  note  that  in  Mozambique  the  Africans  are  divided

into  three  categories:-—

1:  —ASSTMILADOS  23m  NON-INDIGENOUS  and  3:-ILDIGENOUS.  There  1s  a  great  diffe-

nce  in  these  three  classes.hssimilados  regard  themselves  as  "white  people  from

the  Metropolitan  Portugal.  Non-idigenoug  look  upon  themselves  as  a  better

people  then  the  Indigenous.These  divisions  have  paved  a  way  for  the  Portuguesc
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to  rule  and  exploit  our  people  and  country  for  morc  than  450  yearss  Now  that

the  struggle  for  the  liberation  of  Lfrica,  is  at  its  crucial  stage,we,  the

freedom  fighters  of  Mozambique,are  facing  ons  of  the  most  difficult  task  of

having  to  convince  our  people  that  they  are  not  Portuguese  but  pure  africans,

Then  comes  the  question  of  levelising  and  oqualising  them  in  order  to  bring

them  into  one  fold  which  can  enable  us  to  fight  in  unison  for  our  unconditional

independence,

These  divisions  resulting  in  creation  of  many  societies  of  different  bel-

lefs,  also  results  in  the  formation  of  unnumbered  political  parties  from  Moze—

azmbique.There  is  no  doubt  that  our  struggles  is  a  difficult  one  and  will  last

many  years,if  our  people  continue  to  live  in  the  belief  of  what  they  were  tau

ght  by  the  Portuguese  settlers,

Ls  our  struggle  is  bigining  to  show  an  angry  face  to  the  Portuguese  swe

hope,  to  the  world  it  will  be  a  face,ropresenting  a  symbol  of  determination,

So  courage  to  liberate  our  motherland.

In  the  recent  uprising  headed  by  Lucas  Fernandes  who  was  UDENAHO'S  organ

niser  in  liombasa,we  note  with  satisfaction  that  all  different  political  parti=

es  from  Mozambique  claimed  1t,without  giving  facts  to  the  outside  world.This

is  a  sign  that  all  lozambicans  want  unity,which  will  experdite  the  liberation
of  Mozambique,

Individualism,and  confusion  among  struggling  peoples  of  Mozambique,are  the

greatest  set  back  to  our  strugglosbut  as  the  struggle  for  froedon  1s  gaining

momentum  in  Mozambique  UDEN/IO  is  determined  to  crush  211  these  obstacles  and

achieve  our  ultimate  goal  which  is  complete  and  unconditional  independence  for

the  people  of  Mozambique,linking  it  together  with  the  oi  of  independent  Lfri-

can  States,in  the  process  of  fulfilling  the  concept  of  African  Unity  by  Osagyefo
Dr.  Kwame  Nkrumah,

Le  Us  UNITE
RE  a  ————.-  .  »—  —  —  -a
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PRESS  RELEASE  IS3UED  BY  P.J.GUMANF  PRESIDENTam  ——  —_——  —  ———  —  cn  -.  ren  —

OF  (MOZAMBIQUE  NATIONAL  DEMOCRATIC  UNION)

(UDENAMO) 8th  Octobers19ol..

THE  SILENT  SITUATION  IN  MOZAMBIGQUS

According  to  information  received  recently  from  UDEINA  IMO

underground  organisers  in  Mozambique;  the  Portuguese  colonial

regime  under  the  leadership  of  the  unholy  dictator  Salazarshas

began  a  new  campaign  of  terror  and  savagery  extermination  of  the

poor  and  defenceless  African  population  of  So  mhatid  as

This  new  campaign  of  terror  and  extermination  began  on  Oth

September  196l.,  after  the  distribuition  of  pamphlets  by  .  UDEM  MO

underground  organisers  and  supporters  in  all  the  towns  and  vil-_

lages  throughout  Mozambique,  on  ond  and  3rd  September  190L,  urging

all  the  African  peoples  of  Mozambique  to  unite  under  the  only  dy  -

namic  and  progressive  organisation  of  Mozambique  (UDENAMO)  to  fi-

ght  against  the  Portuguese  oppression  imperialism  and  colonialism

for  the  total  independence  of  Mogambigues  our  wo  bhorlend.

When  the  Portuguese  Gestapo  (PIDE)  POLICIA  INTERNACIONAL

DA  DEFESA  DO  +  STADO,  became  aware  of  such  pamphlets  immediately

sent  instructions  to  all  the  Administradores  and  Chefes  dos  Postos

in  all  cities,  towns  and  villages  to  arrest  any  one  whom  they  may

find  in  possession  of  such  pamphlets  and  211  people  suspected  of

being  (UDENAMO)  supporters  and  sympathi,ers  or  any  other  political

movement.

As  pesult  of  these  instructions  from  6th  September  190s

up  to  this  dates  a  new  terror  and  extermira  tion  of  the  entire

Afpican  population  1s  reigning  in  all  parts  of  Mozambique.

Mens  women  and  children  are  veins  arrested  dally  by  the

unholy  dictator  wlagzar's  soldiers  and  police  and  taken  to  the

pdmini  stredores  and  chefes  dos  Postos'  local  offices,  where  upon

their  arrival  are  handed  over  to  the  LOCAL  PIDES  for  interrogations

and  screening  after  this  interrogations  and  screening  in  he  local

jails  all  those  who  by  luck  are  found  not  to  be  supporters  or

members  of  any  political  movement  are  warned  not  TO  take  part  or

become  members  of  any  politicel  movement  which  is  working  towards
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the  total  independence  and  freedom  of  Mozambique.  Those  found  to

be  organiserss  supporters  or  sympathizers  of  (UDENAMO)s  are  badaeo

up  im  military  lorries  and  war  planes  and  driven  up  tO  Lourenco

Marques  the  Capital  of  the  colony  and  headquarters  of  the  notorious

Portuguese  Gestapo  PIDEI

Upon  arrival  of  these  snnocent  African  people  on  this  ill

fated  Capital  of  Mozambique  they  are  taken  to  the  biggest  jail  in

the  center  of  Lourenco  Marques,  where  they  are  grouped  in  dozens  °

in  isolated  eT  where  they  undergo  more  several  interrogations

and  tortures  for  many  days  without  food  or  water.

During  the  time  that  these  innocent  Africans  are  being  inter-

rogated  and  tortured,  the  Portuguese  savages  and  bloodthirsty  ban-

dits  use  all  sorts  of  tortures  worsc  than  those  used  by  Nagis  duri-

ng  the  s  econd  world  war.

After  these  interrogm  tions  by  the  unholy  dictator  Salazar's

soldiers  those  who  by  miracle  or  luck  happen  to  survive  torments

and  a  stigations,  are  taken  to  41ff  cront  concentration  camps  which

are  spread  all  over  Mozambicue  to  save  indetormined  sentences.
ATTACKS.

But  in  spide  of  all  oppression  killingss  tortures:  rapes  and

degradetions  which  are  being  prectised  by  the  Portuguese  gestapo

(PIDE)  under  the  banner  of  the  (ross.  UDENAMO  wants  to  make  it

clearly  to  the  Portuguese  government  and  its  peoples  that  come  what

it  may  come  Mozambique  will  be  free  nothing  it  oan  stop  the  Harri-

cane  which  is  already  blowing  in  the  leaders  of  Mozambique.

(UDEM:  MO)  calls  once  more  for  the  unity  of  all  patriotic

forces  of  Mozambique  to  come  together  i  fight  against  the  Portu-

gue  se  colonialism  and  imperialism  from  our  motherland.

Because  our  differences  they  are  not  helping  our  struggles

they  only  help  the  Portuguese  to  exploites.  .  OPPreEsSS  and  exterminat

te  our  people.

®e  »  ©  o  o  #
PAULO  JOSE  GUMANE.

NATIONAL  PRESIDENT.
for  CENTRAL  COMMITTEE.
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ADALl  Opy  INT  6
Thie  ig  Sen  ee,  of  riozambique  Youth.  It  must  build  a  new  social  order.

mother  Africa  is  calling  ue  to  the  battle  front.  The  thrill  of  the  songs

which  we  make,  and  the  rythm  of  our  drums  contribute  to  the  building  of  our

souls  to  fight  for  our  motherland.  Mozambique  is  our  home  of  beauty.  Our

God  ie  he  who  cares  for  our  homes,  our  young  and  old.  He  is  the  God  of  lio--

zambique,;  his  abiding  genius  and  hig  sustaining  power  s

The  youth  must  realize  that  he  is  serving  hic  cause  through  the  acti-

vities  of  its:  movements.  Youth  mustrealize  that  the  whole  of  Mozambique  1s

a  supreme  value  before  God  aud  that  its  creative  work  is  part  of  the  plan

of  Devine,  the  conserver  of  values.  The  youth  of  liozambique  is  part  and  par-

cel  to  the  struggle  of  liberating  liozembique  from  the  Portuguese  colonialism.

To  hasten  the  independence  of  wzambique  we  need  the  strength  and  the  sweat

of  each  youth  of  Mozambique.  ile  ane  the  soldiers  of  our  legitimate  dignity,

and  we  must  at  all  cost  defend  mother  Mozambique,  which  is  being  grabbed

by  the  Portuguese  imperialistic.

The  spirit  of  our  ancestors  1s  calling  ue  to  the  battle  front,  and

we  must  FoEpand  wholeheartedly  to  the  call  of  our  ancentorse.  It  is  our

duty,  we  youth  of  Mozambique  to  organice  ourselves  with  the  aim  of  furthe-

ring  the  struggle  of  liberating  vozambique.  Ve  muet  see  to  it  that  avery

youth  of  Mozambique  is  organised  under  the  banner  of  Mozambique  National

Democratic  Union  (UuwNAwmO).

vle  live  at  a  time  when  imperialism  is  heacing  to  its  end,  and  freedom

1s  advancing  to  victory.  The  great  hictoric  tagk  before  our  people  and

youth  of  all  nationalities,  is  to  drive  away  colonialism  and  imperialism

which  is  our  great  enemy.  This  can  only  be  done  when  every  youth,  carry  the

burden  of  liberating  liozambiqgue  on  their  shoulders.  lle  must  be  proud  of

our  nation.  The  battle  which  we  are  engaged  in  now  is  a  just  one,  because

we  are  fighting  for  what  is  ours  legitimately,  whereas  the  Portuguese  are

defending  what  they  robbed  from  us.  Therefore  we  the  youth  must  be  proud

of  being  engaged  in  the  struggle  of  restoring  back,  what  the  Portuguese  rob-

bed  from  our  ancestors.  Even  when  we  die  in  this  struggle  we  will  be  proud,

because  the  spirit  of  our  anceslors  shall  bless  us,  and  our  names  shall  go

down  to  the  history  of  Mozambicue  when  it  is  free.

Tides  ilits
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The  youth  of  our  country  must  carry  forward  the  a  ATC

uous  struggle  of  liberation  of  our  motherland  liozambique.  They  must  do  their

utmost  and  make  themselves  the  shock  force  of  freedom.  The  people  of  lozam-

bique  ena  in  the  youth  of  our  country  a  spirit  of  warm  love  for  the  Parity,

and  for  freedom,  and  of  bitter  hatred  for  imperialism  and  all  reactionaries,

and  a  spirit  of  bold  enterprise  in  the  peoples  causge  and  dedication  to  the

liberation  of  riozambique  our  motherland.

The  members  of  DDENAMO  YOUTH  LiAGUL,  should  actively  publicise  the

Party  principles  and  policies,  and  take  the  lead  in  implementing,  them,  as

well  as  in  the  struggle  of  liberating  ifozambique.,  They  should  resolutely  safe-

~guard  the  interest  of  the  Party  and  the  people,  they  should  bravely  expose

and  combat  such  eveil-doers  and  corruption.  They  should,  along  with  the  mag-

ly  reclet  imperialist  doctrines  and  habits  which  are  not  in  keeping  with

the  interest  of  the  struzgle.

iozambican  Youth  you  must  be  ready  to  unite  and  co-operate  with  all

peace-loving  youth  organisation  all  over  the  world  that  stands  for  the  natio-

nal  independence  and  wish  to  be  friendly  with  Noga  bal)  and  join  hande  with

them  to  wage  a  war  on  Portuguese  imperialism  and  old  and  new  colonialism,

In  our  country  a  new  revolutionary  generation  is  maturing  in  the  strug-

gles  The  youth  of  the  different  groups  of  Mozambique  will  rally  still  more

closely  around  the  party  and  reise  the  torch  of  revolution  still  higher,

LET  TH&  COOLING  STORM  OF  RoeVOLUTION  BE  FIEZRCER!

LONG  LIV  OUR  GRuAT  LOTHERLAYD  MOZ  LB  QUE!

LONG  LIVE  OUR  STRUGGLE  TO  LIBLRAT  MOZAMBI  WUE

LONG  LIV.  THis  UDLNAMO!

LONG  LIVE  OUR  GREAT  LLLDER,  OUR  RuGPECTm)  AND  BELOVED

PRESIDEITT  PAULO  JOO  GUMANEL
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1  UMA  ARiiA

A  Unido  Decratica  Nacional  de  lio-  |
gambique  (UDENANO),perta~voz  na  vanguar-—

da  da  luta  pela  liberdade  do  Povo  Mogam--
bicano:  Convida  todos  os  compatriotas
conscientes  a  juntarem—se-lhe  na  luta,
contra  o  colonialigmo,  ignorancia,  misg=-
ria  e  a  exploragao;  atribuatos  do  gover-
no  fascista  do  criminoso  e  dictador
Salazar.

stejom  prontos  e  pe  em-nas  armas  |J

para  a  reconquista  de  MAE  PATRIA.
Ui  HOMEM  Uith  ARK,  ceja  o  nosso

LITQ  DE  GUERRA.

0  MATAR,  com  fins  de  libertar  a
nosga  patria;  IA0  E  _PECLDO.  Lstejam  pre-
parados  para  langar  o  golpe  final,

4  UDENAIIO,  sob  a  lideranga  de
PLULO  GUMANE,  mais  uma  vez  proclama  a
UNIA0  de  todos  os  Mogambicanos  no  seu

pe  —

-  UNI-VOS  MOGAMBICANGSIY  ~~
1:04rere  COTTA  ThA

he  ns  ur  ey  —  bo  wre  Pop  ps  yp,  .  “0  pi  a  >  AP  +  det

[4  |  |  /
.  f  \  !  i  ‘  T  T  T  )  {0  or  :  );  77)  :  jit  .  ?  J  4:  /  :  b  §  A  :  /

nt  nl  te  ghat  To  EE  am  TW  ey  Sb  Af  -  HH  wn  A  !  k

a  Jv,SRO
/  J  {,  »  $e  «

aE  Ny,7  ’  en  ‘  \  /  )

a  e  ot  wrth  5  y  K
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OUE_HAN,  OI;  GUN

The  lozambique  National  Democra-
tic  Union  (UDLWAHO0),  a  mouth  piece
and  vanguard  of  the  struggle  for  the
liberation  of  the  Mozambique  people:

|  Invites  all  conscient  compatriots
|  to  come  together  in  the  fight  against

colonialism,misery,ignorance  and  ex-
ploitation;  attributs  of  the  fascist
govermment  of  criminal  and  dictator
valazer.

That  you  be  ready  to  raise  up
in  arms  to  regain  our  motherland,

Let  "ONE  VAN  OE  GUN'Ube  ourslogan.  |
LT  IS  NOT  &  STI  TC  KILL  for

the  sake  of  liberating  our  motherland.  :
Be  prepared  to  launch  the  final  blow,  |

UDLNAMO,  under  the  leadership
of  PAULO  GUMANE,  ofice  more  calls  i

upon  all  liogambicans  to  UNITE
underits  benner  of  liberating  Mozam=  __|  bique  o  |oo  Tr  UNITE  MOZAMBICANS  :ne  yr  re  Gate  am  VT  [vd  co  ag  on  ser  we

EE  tn  os  as  totter  wtt———————
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Uniao  Democratica  Nacional  de  lMo-
_gambique  (UDEFANO)  ,mutungamiriri  wo
‘hondo  yo  ku  sunyungura  vandhu  wo  Mogam-
bique:  Ino  danidza  kuvece  vagondeki
kuti  ti  ungane  tl  sunyungure  uwu  colo=
nialismo,ubofu,urombo  no  kuba  kuno
itwa  ngo  umambo  no  mu  ural  Salazar,

Ti  ime  timbate  mpfuti  tirwire
NYTKA  YEDU,

MUNDHU.  MU:ME  MPFUTI  TIE,  kuve  ku-
mima  kwedu.

KU  URAYA,  ngo  kuda  ku  sunyungura
nyika,  atehi  &tchishatigi.

UDENAMO,ngo  izwi  ro  mutungamiriri
wayo  PAULO  GUMANE,  ino  mima  we  thhipi-
ri  kuti  ti  ungane  tese.

MOQAMBICANQS  UNGANANYLL  |

MTU  1OJ4  KA  BUNDUKI  1OJA

Undao  Democratica  Nacional  de  lMo-
cambique  (UDENANO),  mdomo  na  kiongozi
wa  mapiganio  UHURU  wa  wananch  wa-liozam-
bique:  ina  towa  mwito  kwa  wote  wanan-
ch,tujiunge  pamoja  tupigane  na  wa  co=-
loni  tu  na  wumagikini  na  exploitation,
hayo  yote  ya  na  letwa  na  wubeberu  wa
Salazar.

MTU  MOJA  NA  BUNDUKT  MOJA;hii  ni
slogan  yetu.

SIMAKOSA  KU:HUJA  una  teka  Uhuru  wa-
ko.  Tuwe  tayari  kupiga  kofi  la  mwisho
kwa  wa  beberu  wa-Reno.

UDENAMO,  chini  ya  frowongozi  wa
PAULO  GUMANE,  ina  cema  kwa  wote  tuwe
pamoja,  tupate  wushindi.

TUUNGANE  VIANA  MOZABIGUEL  |

rv  .  yp  .  rY  Re  Ayn.  "alge  TINT  en  ARAN  Ty  uy  PRT  0  SSS  Bae.  -

Uniao  Democratica  Nacional  de  liogam=-
bique  (UDw#A#i0)  ymulomo  wa  mbhanvhu  za
nghondo  ia  ufulu  wa  andhu  wa  r.ogambique:
A  sachemera  abhale  onsene  anzero  kuti  -
mbati  gumanhaneni  pa  ii  nghondo  tinku-
tireuiu  ghungulu  ‘a  kukonda  kuvera  andhu,
na  ucherengui  udhatipasawo  wa  udgzakazi,  -
uiu  ndio  udziwi  ukulu  wa  mbhandhuSalazar.  PREERN

Mbati  gumanhaneni  abhale  athu  ti
phate  pfuti  tifere  DZIKO  IALTHU.

AUNDHU.  MBHODZI  NA  PFUTI  IBHODZI,orapw  ue  pwr  wm

ndiko  kuchemera  kwathu  kwa  nghondo.

Ungapha  kupher-  ufulu  wa  dziko,
nghabhe  kukhala  n-  JSATHANT  .Mbatie—
menheni  nghondo  ialkupitirato.

UDLZIAIO,  na  nsogholeri  wache  PAULO
GUMANE,  asachemera  tonsenene  andhu  a
Mocambique  kuti  mbati  limireni  pabhodzi..

WA  ——

whe

MUNTHU  M'1MODAT  FUT  I1.0DZT

Mozambique  ational  Democratic  Union
(UDENAMO)  ,dzine  i  ndipakamwa  polankulira
ife  agulu  lankoudo  ya  ufulu  wa  anthu
onise  amene  akhala  mudziko  la  liozambique:
Penthawi  ino  tili  kukuitanami  inu  a2
nonse  olimba  mtima,ku  nkhondo  imenyi
yofuna  kucotsa  ulamulilo  wa  boma  la
umbava  wa  Salazar.

uli  kufusidwa  kukala  okonzelka  ndizieda  z&  nkhondo.  :
Kulira  kwathu  ndicikonzekelo  cathu

cikale  MUNTHU  M'MODZI  FUTT  TiODZI,silcu=
1i  kucima  kupha  malingana  ndikufuna  ku--
wombola  dziko  lakQe

Bungwe  la  UDZNAMO  limene  liri  kutco-—
golevedwa  ndi  bwana  PAULO  GUMANE,  liri
kuitana  UMODZI  WA  ANTHU  ONSE  kumene  ali,
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